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Statistical Early Termination Model for Fast Mode
Decision and Reference Frame Selection

in Multiview Video Coding
Yun Zhang, Sam Kwong, Senior Member, IEEE, Gangyi Jiang, Xu Wang, and Mei Yu

Abstract—Multiview Video Coding (MVC) adopts exhaustive
variable size mode decision and multiple reference frame se-
lection to significantly improve high compression efficiency at
each macroblock. However, these two technologies increase the
computational complexity of MVC encoders tremendously. In
this paper, we propose an efficient Statistical DIRECT Mode
Early Termination (SDMET) model which estimates the rate
distortion degradation, false acceptance rate and false reject rate
of early DIRECT mode decision. It can adaptively adjust the rate
distortion cost threshold not only according to the quantization
parameter, but also the video content and motion properties.
Experimental results show that SDMET can reduce 42.40% to
65.60% computation complexity for fast mode decision. When it
is jointly optimized with fast multi-reference frame selection, the
proposed overall algorithm can achieve 79.57% to 89.21% com-
putational complexity reduction with unnoticeable rate distortion
degradation. Additionally, the proposed SDMET and the overall
fast mode decision algorithm can be applied to both temporal
views and inter-view views in MVC.

Index Terms—Digital video broadcasting, early termination,
mode decision, multiview video, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

A N increasing demand is currently witnessed for Three-Di-
mensional (3D) video since it provides more real percep-

tion, interactivity and novel visual enjoyment. It would be useful
for many multimedia applications, such as Free-viewpoint Tele-
Vision (FTV) [1], 3D TeleVision (3DTV) [2] broadcasting, im-
mersive teleconference and virtual reality. However, multiview
videoscapturedsimultaneously frommultiplecamerasat slightly
differentviewsoranglesare requiredfor representinggenuine3D
world video content, and a tremendously huge amount of storage
space, transmission bandwidth and large computing power for
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compressionare needed ascomparedwith traditional mono-view
videos. To compress large volume of multiview video data effi-
ciently, it isnecessarytodevelopMultiviewVideoCoding(MVC)
with high compression efficiency and low complexity for inter-
active 3D video applications, such as live 3D broadcasting and
interactive 3D video communication.

Currently, Joint Video Team (JVT), which was organized by
ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) and ITU-T
Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG), devotes their efforts on
MVC standardization and develops novel coding algorithms
based on the state-of-the-art H.264/AVC standard. Merkle et
al. proposed a MVC scheme using Hierarchical B Pictures
(MVC-HBP) [3] which has been adopted into MVC standardiza-
tion draft and Joint Multiview Video Coding (JMVC) reference
software due to its superior compression efficiency and temporal
scalability. Additionally, variable block-size Motion/Disparity
Estimation (ME/DE) [4] and Multi-Reference Frame (MRF) pre-
diction techniques are used to reduce the temporal and inter-view
redundancies. These techniques improve the coding efficiency at
the cost of extremely high complexity, which is the bottleneck of
enabling MVC into practical use. As recognizing from the fact
that MVC-HBP is too complex, Merkle et al. then proposed sev-
eral improved prediction structures, including KS_IPP, KS_IBP,
KS_PIP, [5] to lower coding complexity by reducing reference
frames of non-anchor frames and designing anchor prediction
structure. However, their Rate-Distortion (RD) performance de-
grades for high inter-view correlation sequences due to reducing
inter-view prediction. In [6], prediction structures are adaptively
switched according to inter-view correlation of multiview video
sequences to lower coding complexity and improve interactive
functionalities, such as fast random accessibility and flexible
view scalability. However, the encoding time saving ratio is
still limited and unstable for multiview videos with different
spatio-temporal correlations.

As variable block-size mode decision is adopted in video
coding to improve compression efficiency by significantly in-
creasing the coding complexity, a number of efforts [7]–[11]
have been devoted to develop fast algorithms in Fast Mode De-
cision (FMD). Wang et al. [7] proposed a joint early terminate
mode decision and ME scheme using sufficient condition to
detect all-zero blocks in H.264/AVC. In [8], Pan and Ho pro-
posed another early terminate mode decision for H.264/AVC
inter-prediction by defining a threshold based on Sum of Abso-
lute Transformed Difference (SATD) cost of SKIP mode. The
threshold linearly increases with Quantization Parameter (QP).
Zeng et al. [9] proposed motion activity-based early mode deci-
sion where an early termination is performed by using two RD
cost thresholds for SKIP and INTRA mode. They fitted the RD
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cost thresholds with exponential relationship of QP. Jing and
Chau [10] presented a FMD scheme in which the Mean Abso-
lute Frame Difference (MAFD) of the current frame and Mean
Absolute Difference (MAD) of the current MB are compared
to selectively early terminate mode decision. Utilizing motion
information of spatial-temporal neighboring blocks, Zhao et al.
[11] proposed a 2D map and then a priority-based mode candi-
date list is constructed for best mode selection. However, these
schemes are proposed for P frames or traditional B frames in
mono-view H.264/AVC. They can not be directly applied for
MVC using hierarchical prediction structure and hierarchical
B pictures. Additionally, when both the Disparity Compensa-
tion Prediction (DCP) and the Motion Compensation Prediction
(MCP) are adopted in MVC, they might have different statistical
properties from traditional temporal prediction.

Therefore, several FMD methods for MVC [12]–[19] have
been proposed aiming at reducing computational complexity
more. Zhu et al. [12] proposed a fast INTER mode decision
scheme, meanwhile, inter-view prediction of the small-block
size Macroblock (MB) is selectively reduced based on B16 16
prediction information for inter-view views. Peng et al. [13] pro-
posed FMD for MVC with dynamic multi-threshold early ter-
mination. Ding et al. [14] proposed content-aware inter-view
mode decision algorithm by sharing RD cost, coding modes, and
motion vectors among views. Shen et al. [15] proposed selec-
tive variable size ME and DE for MVC based on motion homo-
geneity, which is identified by motion vector deviation among
spatial neighboring MBs and inter-view corresponding MBs es-
timated by Global Disparity Vectors (GDVs) [16]. Based on
similar mode distribution among views, they also proposed early
SKIP mode decision for MVC by exploring inter-view mode
correlation [17]. Additionally, Han and Lee [18] and Yu et al.
[19] explore MB mode similarity among neighboring views to
facilitate FMD process by using GDVs. The GDV concept as-
sumes a globally unique displacement among inter-views. Un-
fortunately, this hypothesis is usually not true for toed-in camera
arrangement and video with large Depth-Of-Fields (DOF). Ad-
ditionally, it not accurate enough as it is measured with MB unit.

In this paper, we propose an early DIRECT termination
model to adaptively adjust the RD cost threshold not only
according to QP, but also to the video contents and motion
properties. Then, it is applied to FMD and fast MRF to sig-
nificantly reduce the computational complexity of MVC. The
rest of the paper is organized as follow, the Statistical DIRECT
Mode Early Termination (SDMET) algorithm for hierarchical
B pictures in MVC is presented in Section II. Then, fast MRF
selection and overall optimization algorithm are presented in
Sections III and IV. Section V presents both the theoretical and
the experimental verification of the proposed SDMET model
and overall FMD algorithm. Finally, conclusions are given.

II. SDMET MODEL FOR HIERARCHICAL B PICTURES IN MVC

A. Statistical Analyses and Motivation

Four multiview video test sequences with different motion
properties are encoded and analyzed for their best mode dis-
tribution. Breakdancers [20] and Ballroom [21] are fast mo-
tion sequences, Ballet [20] moves moderate and Doorflowers
[22] is moves slowly. Fig. 1 shows the statistical probability of
MB mode distribution for hierarchical B frame in MVC-HBP,

Fig. 1. Statistical results of MB mode distribution for hierarchical B frames in
MVC-HBP: (a) Breakdancers (1024� 768 at 15 fps); (b) Ballroom (640� 480
at 25 fps); (c) Ballet (1024 � 768 at 15 fps); (d) Doorflowers (1024 � 768 at
30 fps).

where basis QP (denoted as in the following sections) is
28. We can observe that 65.3% to 91.9% MBs select DIRECT
mode and the percentage decreases as motion becomes fast or
complicate. For Breakdancers sequence, 16.0% MBs select the
INTRA mode as the best mode due to its very fast motion and
low capture frame rate. For all of the four test sequences, 78.7%
MBs on average select DIRECT mode as the best mode and
very few MBs select small MB mode, e.g. B8 8 mode, as the
best mode. Also, the percentage decreases as the MB partition
becomes smaller. However, because the ME/DE search times
for each MB increase as MB partition becomes smaller, small
block-size mode MB usually consumes more coding time than
large block-size mode MB. Additionally, most MBs are using
DIRECT mode, in which no ME/DE and MRF are required,
thus, their complexity can be omitted. Therefore, if we early ter-
minate the mode selection process by checking only DIRECT
mode or large block size MB modes, significant coding com-
plexity reduction could be achieved.

While encoding one MB in hierarchical B frames, the op-
timal INTER mode, optimal reference direction and reference
frame, , are determined by RD optimization. It can
be mathematically expressed as

(1)

where and are the current and reference block, re-
spectively; is a set of INTER modes, including B16 16,
B16 8, B8 16, B8 8Frext, B8 8, SubB8 4, SubB4 8
and SubB4 4. The reference frame indicator is com-
posed of two elements: the reference index in List0 (Re-
fIdx0) and the reference index in List1 (RefIdx1), RefIdx0,

, where is number of active
frame in each memory list. indicates reference prediction
direction, which indicates forward,
backward and bi-directional prediction. In this paper, we intend
to optimize the MVC in two levels. One is the fast variable
block size mode decision loop in which the mode selection
process is selectively early terminated. The other is MRF
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Fig. 2. Graphical explanation of the probability functions.

selection loop that selects the best reference frame by checking
each active reference frame and direction repeatedly for each
variable block size mode. Thus, this loop can also be optimized
to further reduce coding complexity by exploring reference
similarity among MB modes which has not been early termi-
nated.

B. Proposed SDMET Model

As aforementioned that DIRECT mode has a high percentage
in mode distribution and it is with lowest computational cost, we
thus propose a SDMET algorithm to early terminate mode deci-
sion before checking other MB modes with DE/ME so that the
computational complexity can be reduced as much as possible.
Related works [8], [9] have been proposed for early SKIP/DI-
RECT mode termination based on RD cost thresholds. However,
their thresholds are linearly or exponentially fitted from QP and
have not taken different video content, motion, texture charac-
teristic of video sequences into account. Additionally, they are
proposed for P/B frames in mono-view video coding and can
not be directly applied to MVC with inter-view prediction and
hierarchical B pictures. In this section, a new DIRECT early ter-
mination model is proposed based on statistical information and
sensitive to both QP and multiview video content, including mo-
tion, texture and inter-view correlation.

Let us denote the average square root of the RD cost of en-
coding a MB using DIRECT mode by a random variable . Let

be the Probability Density Function (PDF) of for the
MBs of a frame. Let be the probability function of
for those MBs who select DIRECT mode as the best mode and

be the probability function of for those MBs who
select non-DIRECT mode as the best mode. Fig. 2 shows an
example of , and , which is obtained from
statistical analyses of Breakdancers sequence, and these func-
tions satisfy

(2)

Accordingly, we obtain the total percentage of the MBs who
select DIRECT mode as best mode as

(3)

Here, we use square root of RD cost for low complexity because
it can be directly obtained from encoding a MB with DIRECT
mode. To analyze the performance of DIRECT mode early ter-
mination, we define two performance indices: Absolute False
Reject Rate (AFRR) is the percentage of DIRECT mode MBs
being falsely classified as non-DIRECT mode MBs, Absolute
False Acceptance Rate (AFAR) is the percentage of non-DI-
RECT mode MBs being falsely classified as DIRECT mode
MBs. Small AFRR indicates the computational complexity is
reduced efficiently, meanwhile, small AFAR indicates negli-
gible RD degradation. According to (2), AFRR and AFAR value
can be calculated as an integration of and at in-
terval , respectively. They are

(4)

where is the threshold for DIRECT mode early termination.
Let be the early terminate rate of the DIRECT mode

decision, it can be represented by Cumulative Density Function
(CDF) of as

(5)

Accordingly, the speedup ratio by the DIRECT mode early
termination can be obtained as

(6)

where and are the coding time of checking
DIRECT mode only and checking all MB modes, respectively.
Generally, the coding time of DIRECT mode is much
smaller than and thus negligible because the DIRECT
mode does not have ME/DE process. Therefore, (6) can be
simplified as

(7)

As early termination is implemented for mode decision, incor-
rect mode decision may cause RD degradation whose value is
direct proportional to the AFAR. Here, we use difference of
Mean Square Error (MSE), denoted by , to evaluate the
RD degradation caused. Thus, the is calculated as

(8)

where and denote the average square root of RD cost
value for coding a MB with DIRECT and non-DIRECT mode,
respectively. However, in the optimized coding process, value
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is unknown in early termination. Therefore, is as-
sumed to be zero which indicates the worst case of RD degra-
dation. We denote the maximum value of estimated as

. Obviously, increases as increases.
As the objective for early termination of DIRECT mode is to

maximize speed-up ratio subject to endurable RD degra-
dation, i.e. small and . The optimization
target can be mathematically expressed as

(9)

where and are thresholds for AFAR and
, respectively. In fact, maximizing is equivalent

to minimizing AFRR, which is decreasing the number of false
reject MBs as much as possible. Therefore, the conditional
equation (9) can be rewritten as

(10)

where is a weighted coefficient indicating the relative impor-
tance between AFAR and AFRR, , larger indicates
AFAR is more important and stricter on limiting RD degrada-
tion. Meanwhile, is used as verification
while (10) solved.

Since DC coefficients for motion compensation prediction er-
rors obey Laplace distribution [23] and the PDF of , , is
in Laplacian shape while , as shown in Fig. 2, according
to the statistical analyses of Breakdancers, we assume is a
Laplacian source, that is

,
(11)

where and are parameters. Similar to , is also
assumed to be a Laplacian source. According to constraints in
(2), probability function of DIRECT mode, , can be rep-
resented as

,
(12)

where , ,
. Applying (11) and (12) to (8), we ob-

tain as

,
(13)

where

(14)

On the other hand, the AFAR and AFRR can be obtained as

,
(15)

.
(16)

Also, early terminate rate for DIRECT mode, , is

(17)

From (13)–(17), , , , and
are functions of .

To obtain the optimal for minimizing
, its deviation is calculated and set to be zero. That

is

(18)

Applying (15)–(18) and then solving (18), we can obtain the
optimal as

(19)

where , , , and are statistical parameters.
These parameters are used to early terminate mode de-
cision of current MB, but they can only be obtained
after the encoding process. To solve this chicken-egg
dilemma, , , , and are predicted from pre-
vious coded frames, that is ,

,
and , where is the symbol of mathematical
expectation. As , (19) is simplified as

(20)

Based on the optimization constraints of MSE in (9),
shall also be satisfied with the threshold

applied to (13). To adaptively select the optimal and maxi-
mize the speed up ratio, the estimated shall be close
to as much as possible. However, in the video coding
optimization, is not directly given by user because it
is an absolute distortion and independent with QP. Instead,

is provided and it can be converted to as

(21)
where and are Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) value of the frame and percentage of DIRECT mode
used in encoding current frame, respectively. We can obtain
the from the given endurable PNSR degradation,
threshold , for the early termination. For example,

, , ,
. Based on this , we can get the speed

up ratio of the proposed SDMET using (5) and (7). Given
larger endurable PSNR degradation, is enlarged and
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then more could be achieved. However, due to the fact
that and can not be obtained before coding the
current frame, they are estimated from and average PSNR
values of previous encoded frames.

Therefore, the proposed SDMET algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 3 and the steps are described as follows.

Step 1). If it is the first blocks of the first non-anchor
frame of view S0 or S1 of a Group-Of-Picture (GOP),
encode the blocks without early termination
optimization and do parameters initialization, then go to
Step 2. Otherwise, if it is the first blocks of the first
frame of view S2 to S7, statistical information , , ,
and are referenced from neighboring views, i.e. S2 S0,
S4 S2, S6 S4; S3 S1, S5 S3, S7 S5, where symbol
“ ” is a reference direction, then go to Step 3;

Step 2). Calculate , , , and by using and
from previous coded blocks;

Step 3). Load previous , calculate and by using
(20) with and ;

Step 4). Apply and to (13) and
calculate the estimated theoretical ,

and , they satisfies
, ;

Step 5). If , then,
, , go to Step 6. If

, then , ,
go to Step 6. Otherwise, if the theoretical
satisfies ,
go to Step 7;

Step 6). If or , then go to Step 7;
otherwise, go to Step 3 to recalculate and ;

Step 7). Store , and calculate the final threshold for the
early termination as ;

Step 8). Encode next MBs with early termination
threshold . If last MB of one frame is encoded,
update according to (21). If this is last frame of the
current GOP, go to Step 1 for next GOP; else, go to Step 2
update statistical information and thresholds for next frame.

Here, is originally denoted by in (3) to (20),
measures the fidelity and indicates the difference between

and target , and
are the response steps which indicate how fast to get optimal

from initial setting, where and are the
maximum recalculation times in increasing and decreasing
updating cycle. and are SDMET model parameters.
Coefficient is number of MBs for each updating cycle for
threshold . Coefficient is the number of MBs encoded
without optimization. These MBs are encoded in order
to collect statistical characteristic information of the current
multiview video sequences. The value is the trade-off
between stability and speed-up ratio of the proposed algorithm.
As increases, the stability of the proposed algorithm is
improved, but the speed-up ratio may decrease.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the proposed SDMET.

III. JOINT OPTIMIZATION WITH FAST MRF
SELECTION ALGORITHM

Due to similar properties and high spatial correlation of blocks
within one MB, smaller MB partition modes, e.g. B8 8 and
B16 8, will probably also select the same prediction direction
and reference indices as B16 16 does. It is of high probability
that and for encoding modes with
partition size smaller than 16 16 [24], where indicates the
best reference direction, indicates the best reference frame
index in each direction. This probability is statistically analyzed
with MVC experiments. Three multiview video sequences,
Breakdancers (fast motion), Ballet (moderate motion) and Door-
flowers (slow motion), are analyzed. Fast ME/DE is enabled
and the parameter is set to 2. Eight views, including four
temporal coded views (even views) and four inter-view/temporal
joint coded views (odd views), are encoded.

Fig. 4 shows the statistical analyses for probability of
and , denoted as , via exhaustive search

method, which searches all reference frames, directions and MB
modes. The -axis of the figures shows different view section
and different frames in each view section. The -axis is the
hit probability when is 28. We can see that the proba-
bility is higher than 93% for different views and tested mul-
tiview video sequences with different motion properties. Usu-
ally, the probabilities of temporal views are higher than those
of inter-view views. Additionally, Table I shows average prob-
ability for different s by searching all reference frames,
directions and MB modes. We can see that over 93.78% refer-
ence frame indices and direction of MB and sub-MB partition
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Fig. 4. Statistical analyses on probability � when ��� is 28.

TABLE I
AVERAGE PROBABILITY � FOR DIFFERENT BASIS QPs [Unit: %]

are the same as that of B16 16 MB mode. Additionally, similar
statistical results can be found for full motion/disparity search
and different number of reference frames.

IV. OVERALL FMD ALGORITHM AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSES

Since anchor frames usually have different statistical infor-
mation with non-anchor frames and have much less DIRECT
mode MBs, the proposed overall FMD algorithm is only ap-
plied for non-anchor hierarchical B pictures. The flowchart of
the proposed overall FMD algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5, and
it is described as

Step1) Encode the current MB with DIRECT mode and
store the RD cost of the DIRECT mode as .

Step2) Calculate the statistical threshold, , for the
DIRECT mode with SDMET model, then compare
with . If , go to Step3; else if

, set DIRECT mode as the best mode and
go to Step 6.

Step3) Encode the current MB with B16 16 mode and
obtain the best reference frames RefIdx_B16 16_List0 and
RefIdx_B16 16_ List1 in the memory List0 and List1,
respectively. Save prediction directions of the B16 16
mode as flags BIPred- B16 16, FWDPredB16 16 and
BWDPredB16 16.

Step4) Encode the current MB with other MB partitions,
i.e. B16 8, B8 16, B8 8, B8 8Frext, and subMB
partitions with the same reference indices/direction as the
indices/direction of B16 16 mode.

Step5) Encode the current MB with INTRA modes.

Step6) Store the coding parameters with the smallest RD
cost and write coded bitstream. Then go to Step 1 for next
MB.

Fig. 5. Diagram of the proposed overall FMD algorithm.

To theoretically analyze to complexity of the proposed algo-
rithms, let be the computational complexity of encoding MB
mode with B16 16 in the original multiview video encoder,
therefore, computational complexity of DIRECT, B16 8,
B8 16, B8 8 (including SubDIRECT, B8 4, B4 8, B4 4)
and INTRA mode (including I16 MB, I8 MB, I4 MB and
PCM) can be presented as , , , , and ,
respectively, where are multiplication coefficients, ,

. Thus, the total complexity of original JMVC
multiview video encoder can be calculated as the
summation of coding complexity of all the MB modes

(22)

Accordingly, the computational complexity of MVC using
SDMET, , can be calculated as

(23)

where is the early DIRECT mode terminate rate. Because
DIRECT mode do not have ME/DE search, its computational
complexity is negligible while compared with other INTER
modes, i.e. . Thus, the complexity reduction ratio of
SDMET is , where has been
defined in (5).

Let and be the complexity of multi-reference search
for forward and backward of B16 16, respectively. Based on
our empirical experiences, can be considered approximately
equal to , so only is used, i.e. . Let be
the complexity of bi-directional iterative search, where is a
coefficient that depends on the number of iterations, search algo-
rithm and iterative search range. Because INTER modes, except
DIRECT mode, is composed of forward/backward multi-ref-
erence search and bi-directional iterative search, equals to
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TABLE II
TEST MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCES

. Let , and be the probabilities of se-
lecting forward, backward and bi-directional iterative search as
the best direction in MVC coding process, where

. Thus, the total computational complexity of the proposed
overall FMD algorithms can be calculated as

(24)

where , is the number of active
reference frames in each memory list. On the basis of com-
plexity analyses of MVC coding process, we obtain ,

, , when search range
is 96, number of bi-prediction iteration is 4 and search range
for iterations is 8, fast ME/DE is enabled and number of refer-
ence frames equals 2. Hence, the total complexity of encoding
one MB via original JMVC and proposed fast overall FMD al-
gorithm are and , respectively.
For different multiview video sequences, usually ranges from
5% to 35%, and 20% on average. The complexity of proposed
fast algorithm will approximately be , which
means 85.0% complexity reduction can be achieved if is
50%.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

To verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithms, two-phase experiments are performed in this section.
One is the theoretical model verification for SDMET, and the
other is the MVC video coding experiment to testify the effec-
tiveness of SDMET and the proposed overall FMD algorithm.
Eight multiview video test sequences, including Race1, Ball-
room, Exit, Lovebird1, Doorflowers, Breakdancers, Ballet and
Dog [20]–[22], [25]–[27], with various motion properties and
camera arrangements are adopted in MVC experiments and re-
lated theoretical analysis. Detailed information of the test se-
quences is shown in Table II.

A. Theoretical Verification for SDMET

To verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed
SDMET model, five typical multiview video sequences, in-
cluding Ballet (moderate motion) [20], Breakdancers (very
fast motion) [20], Dog (very slow motion) [25], Ballroom (fast

motion) [21], and Doorflowers (slow motion) [22] sequences,
are statistically and theoretically analyzed.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the statistical originated from
MVC and theoretical calculated by the proposed
SDMET model, respectively, for different video sequences and

. The -axis is the threshold used in SDMET and the
-axis is the theoretical/statistical average or their

difference for each MB. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows
the average for Breakdancers with different ,
in which each line stands for one . Since the target of the
proposed SDMET is to early terminate DIRECT mode with
endurable , it means only small average
is allowed. Thus, we enlarge the dash rectangles in Fig. 6(a)–(c)
for better observation, as shown in Fig. 6(d)–(f). We obtain the
following three facts from the Fig. 6(a)–(f). 1) The average

is zero when threshold is small. As the threshold
increases, the average increases. 2) When

is fixed, the magnitude of average increases as the
increases. 3) The increasing trend and magnitude of the

curves in the two figures (statistical and theoretical) are very
similar correspondingly for different s. Fig. 6(c) shows
the difference where the -axis is calculated from
the statistical minus theoretical . The

difference is much smaller than the actual and theo-
retical values. Also, it increases as increases. As shown in
Fig. 6(c) and (f), most points are negative values which indicate
that the theoretical curves are a little larger than the statistical
data so that stricter constraints are adopted to guarantee RD
degradation is within pre-defined constraints.

Fig. 7 shows the statistical, predicted and
difference as increases for different test se-

quences when is fixed as 28. We can observe that the
magnitudes of the increases as motion characteristic
of the video sequences becomes faster and more complicate.
Also, the increasing trend and magnitude of the curves in the
statistical and theoretical figures are very similar correspond-
ingly for videos with different motion properties and camera
arrays.

From Fig. 7(c) and (f), we can see that the dif-
ference is small compared with the theoretical and statistical
curves. In addition, the difference increases as the
motion becomes fast. Though there are still a number of mis-
matches between the predicted and statistical values,
it is also accurate enough to estimate the potential
caused by increasing for DIRECT mode early termination.

In addition to , AFRR and AFAR values of
SDMET model are also analyzed. Fig. 8 shows the AFRR and
AFAR for different multiview video sequences, where “line” is
AFAR curve and “line with symbol” is AFRR. Fig. 8(a) shows
the statistical AFRR and AFAR while threshold is adopted
in early termination. Fig. 8(b) shows the theoretical AFRR
and AFAR which are calculated using the proposed SDMET
model. As the threshold increases, more and more DIRECT
mode MBs will be correctly early terminated so that the AFRR
decreases till zero, which indicates computational complexity
of mode decision is significantly reduced. However, as
increases, AFAR will increase because more non-DIRECT
mode MBs will be falsely early terminated as the DIRECT
mode, which may cause RD degradation. Therefore, low AFRR
indicates significant computational complexity reduction, and
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Fig. 6. Statistical and theoretical���� for different ��� s (Breakdancers): (a) statistical���� ; (b) theoretical���� ; (c)���� difference
between statistical data and theoretical value; (d) enlarged figure of rectangle in (a); (e) enlarged figure of rectangle in (b); (f) enlarged figure of rectangle in (c).

low AFAR indicates small RD degradation. In order to achieve
the MVC optimization target, which is significantly reducing
the complexity with unnoticeable RD degradation, is de-
termined as the value keeping both AFAR and AFRR in a low
level. From the comparison of the theoretical and statistical
curves in Fig. 8, we can see that the proposed model can predict
the AFAR/AFRR value well for multiview video sequences
with different motion properties, camera arrangements and res-
olutions. Fig. 8(c) shows AFAR and AFRR difference between
statistical data and theoretical data. The average AFAR and
AFRR differences are 0.40% and 2.05%, respectively. The
mismatches mainly occur in AFRR prediction when is small
due to large AFRR value and approximation operations in the
SDMET algorithm.

B. MVC Coding Experiments

The recent H.264/AVC based MVC reference software
JMVC 8.0 is utilized to evaluate the proposed fast algorithms.
Fast ME/DE is enabled and their search ranges are 96. The
number of bi-prediction iteration is 4 and search range for
iterations is 8. The maximum number of reference frame is
2 for each memory list and GOP length is 12. Eight different
multiview video test sequences with various motion properties
and camera arrangement are encoded. Table II shows the
properties of the test multiview video sequences. Eight views
for each multiview video sequences and 5 GOPs for each view
are encoded. Four values, 24, 28, 32 and 36, are used in
our experiments. The coding parameters are also consistent for
original JMVC, Zhu09 [12], ShenTB09 [15], and ShenSPIC10

[17] for fair comparison. In the proposed SDMET, is
set as 0.2 dB in order to maximize the speed-up ratio. That is
the PSNR degradation constraint is 0.2 dB while the compu-
tational complexity is reduced. Additionally, initial is set as
5 and step is set as 0.01. Model parameter is set as
quarter of the number of MBs in one frame for good stability
and speed-up ratio according to our experiment testing. The
model parameter is set as 100 which means (13) and (20)
are updated every 100 MBs. Video coding experiments are
performed on Dell OPTIPLEX GX620 computer, Intel Pentium
IV dual Core 3.20 GHz and 3.19 GHz CPU, 2 GB memory,
Microsoft Windows XP Professional operating system. The
MVC coding experiments has two phases: the MVC coding
performances of SDMET is analyzed in phase one; then, the
proposed overall FMD algorithm is analyzed in phase two.

Tables III and IV shows the encoding time, PSNR, bit
rate comparison among original JMVC, ShenSPIC10, Zhu09,
ShenTB09, proposed SDMET and proposed overall FMD
scheme (denoted by ‘ALL’), where the time saving ratio, PSNR
difference and bit rate increment between the original JMVC
encoder and compared algorithms are computed as

(25)

where , and are total encoding
time, PSNR and bit rate of scheme ,

,
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Fig. 7. Statistical and theoretical ���� for five different multiview video sequences (��� is 28): (a) statistical ���� ; (b) theoretical ���� ;
(c)���� difference between statistical data and theoretical value; (d) enlarged figure of rectangle in (a); (e) enlarged figure of rectangle in (b); (f) enlarged
figure of rectangle in (c).

Fig. 8. Statistical and theoretical AFAR/AFRR for different video sequences: (a) statistical AFAR and AFRR; (b) theoretical AFAR and AFRR; (c) AFAR and
AFRR difference between statistical and theoretical data.

and are total encoding time, PSNR and
bit rate of the original JMVC. Also, Bjonteggard Delta PSNR
(BDPSNR) and Bjonteggard Delta Bit Rate (BDBR) [28] are
used to measure the average PSNR and bit rate differences
between RD curves.

Table III shows bit rate, PSNR and encoding time com-
parisons among original JMVC, ShenSPIC10 and proposed
SDMET. ShenSPIC10 is early DIRECT mode termination for
MVC based on the analysis of prediction mode distribution
regarding the corresponding MBs in the neighboring views.
SDMET is also proposed for early DIRECT mode termination,
so we compare ShenSPIC10 scheme with proposed SDMET
for fair comparison. We can observe that ShenSPIC10 reduces
computational complexity from 19.75% to 61.76%, 39.84%
on average, for the odd views. Meanwhile, the average PSNR

degrades from 0.03 dB to 0.16 dB and bit rate increases from
0.84% to 3.10%. The RD degradation is mainly due to in-

accurate MB unit GDV, also, the assumption of video objects
having the same displacement among views is usually not cor-
rect, especially for sequences with large DOF and captured by
toed-in camera arrangement. For fast motion video sequences,
such as Breakdancers and Ballroom, ShenSPIC10 can only
achieve 19.86% and 29.89% complexity reduction because of
sparse distribution of DIRECT mode in even views. In addition,
ShenSPIC10 scheme can only be applied to inter-view (odd)
views and no complexity reduction is achieved for temporal
(even) views. As for the proposed SDMET, though PSNR
degradation is from 0.02 dB to 0.11 dB, 0.05 dB on average,
for different kinds of video sequences, bit rate increases from

0.13% to 1.11%, which means bit rate is saved. The
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TABLE III
BIT RATE, PSNR, AND ENCODING TIME COMPARISONS AMONG ORIGINAL JMVC, ShenSPIC10, AND THE PROPOSED SDMET

BDPSNR between SDMET and JMVC ranges from 0.01 to
0.08 dB ( 0.04 dB on average) which is smaller than that of

ShenSPIC10 scheme. Meanwhile, as far as the computational
complexity is concerned, the proposed SDMET can reduce
computational complexity from 34.12% to 64.32%, 46.78% on
average, for even views and from 42.40% to 65.62%, 54.69%
on average, for odd views, which is 14.85% more complexity
reduction than ShenSPIC10 scheme while maintaining better

RD performance. While the early terminate rate analyses of
the two schemes is concerned, the AFARs of SDMET and
ShenSPIC10 is around 0.5%, and SDMET’s AFRR is 27.8%,
which is 6.47% smaller than that of ShenSPIC10. Additionally,
the proposed SDMET can be applied for optimizing both
inter-view and temporal views.

Table IV shows bit rate, PSNR and encoding time compar-
isons among original JMVC, Zhu09, ShenTB09 and proposed
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TABLE IV
BIT RATE, PSNR, AND ENCODING TIME COMPARISONS AMONG ORIGINAL JMVC, Zhu09, ShenTB09, AND THE PROPOSED OVERALL FMD SCHEME

overall FMD algorithm. Zhu09 and ShenTB09 schemes adopted
both FMD and reference frame selection optimization, thus,
they are compared with the proposed overall FMD algorithm
for fair comparison. We can observe that Zhu09 scheme is only
proposed for optimizing odd views and reduces total encoding
time from 48.10% to 57.80%, 54.19% on average, for these odd
views; meanwhile, the average bit rate increase within 0.05%
to 1.08% and the average PSNR degradation is from 0.01 dB
to 0.03 dB. The BDPSNR between Zhu09 and original JMVC
is from 0.01 to 0.07. The RD performance degradation for
the Zhu09 scheme is negligible, but the complexity reduction

is limited for the odd views and no complexity reduction could
be achieved for even views. ShenTB09 scheme reduces com-
putational complexity from 4.97% to 77.28%, 51.17% on av-
erage, for odd views, meanwhile, the bit rate increases from

0.25% to 0.7% and PSNR degradation is from 0.02 to 0.04 dB.
The BDPSNR between ShenTB09 and original JMVC is from

0.01 to 0.05, 0.04 on average. However, for Race1 se-
quence, only 4.97% computational complexity can be reduced.
It is because globally motion, unequal vertical/horizontal dis-
placement and focus mismatch [29] of Race1 make early ter-
mination not so efficient. Additionally, the fixed threshold in
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the ShenTB09 scheme is strict which causes large false reject
rate. Similar to Zhu09 scheme, ShenTB09 can only be applied
to odd views. In addition, its complexity reduction varies with
sequences.

As for the proposed overall FMD algorithm, the average
bit rate increases 0.30% for even views and 0.01% for odd
views for all eight test multiview video sequences. Meanwhile,
the PSNR degradation is 0.07 dB on average for even views
and 0.08 dB on average for odd views, respectively. Also, the
average BDPSNR is 0.07 dB for even views and 0.08 dB
for odd views. Generally, the proposed FMD retains almost
the same RD performance as Zhu09 scheme and ShenTB09
scheme. As far as the computational complexity is concerned,
the proposed FMD can reduce total encoding time from 71.87%
to 84.51% and 78.07% on average for even views for the eight
test sequences; meanwhile, it achieves 79.57% to 89.21%
and 84.45% on average complexity reduction for odd views,
which is 22.23% to 45.02% more than the average complexity
reduction achieved by Zhu09 and ShenTB09 schemes.

For better observation, Fig. 9 shows the encoding time saving
ratio achieved by Zhu09, ShenTB09 and the proposed FMD
algorithm while comparing with original JMVC. In summary,
from the above analyses, we obtain the following three facts,
1) the proposed overall FMD can achieve 6% more complexity
reduction for odd views than even views because these odd
views maintain more coding time originally. 2) Additionally,
the overall results indicate the proposed FMD retains reliable
complexity reduction, from 71.87% to 89.21%, for all test
sequences and all views, even with various video contents,
camera arrangements and motion properties. 3) The proposed
FMD reduces computational complexity 22.23% to 45.02%
more than Zhu09 and ShenTB09 schemes achieve for odd

Fig. 9. Encoding time saving ratio achieved by Zhu09, ShenTB09, and the pro-
posed FMD algorithm.

(inter-view) views while maintaining almost the same RD
performance, meanwhile, it reduces 78.07% more for even
(temporal) views.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes efficient Statistical DIRECT Mode Early
Termination (SDMET) model which estimates the RD degrada-
tion, speedup ratio, false acceptance rate and false reject rate of
early DIRECT mode decision. It can adaptively adjust the RD
cost threshold not only according to with quantization param-
eter, but also according to the video contents and motion proper-
ties. Experimental results show that SDMET can reduce 42.40%
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to 65.60% computation complexity for early mode decision.
When it is jointly optimized with fast multi-reference frame
selection, the overall FMD algorithm can achieve 79.57% to
89.21% computational complexity reduction with unnoticeable
RD degradation. Compared with the state-of-the-art FMD al-
gorithms, the proposed FMD algorithm reduces computational
complexity 22.23% to 45.02% more than Zhu09 and ShenTB09
schemes do. Additionally, it can be applied to both temporal
views and inter-view views.
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